Laws Passed & Enforced

Nick Gibbs

The much anticipated new laws governing the rental of private property to the tourist sector have been approved and in force from Saturday 22nd July 2017.

There are 4 key points of change.

• Holders of existing tourism licences – unaffected.
• Houses without a licence - new registration criteria. new 5 year licences, applications subject to area zoning.
• Habitual Housing – new scheme allowing private home owners to let their own house for up to 60 days.
• Apartments - prohibition on private letting of apartments repealed.
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**News**

**Existing Licences: No Change**

Owners with an existing licence are given a right of continuance in the new law which says they can retain their licence regardless of whether their property falls within an area that is zoned permissible or exclusion. This is part of new legislation relating to new applications. Documentation stressed that this could only apply to detached houses and town houses, as until this point in time they are the only types of property that have been able to obtain a legal licence.

**New 5 Year Licences from 2018**

Houses without a licence – 1 year moratorium, new registration criteria. New 5 year licences, all applications subject to an over-riding criteria of needing to be within a permissible zone for an application to be made. As from Tuesday 18th July a one year moratorium is in effect which will prevent any further homes being registered for tourist rentals. During this year the island must decide what areas are suitable for the issue of tourism licences and which areas should be excluded. It is required of them that they must have this in place by the end of the moratorium.

Once applications for licences are available again, and assuming the applicant can fulfill all the requirements for registration, the licence will only be issued on a 5 year term. No new permanent licences are available in any circumstance. There is no information available on whether the island is required to allocate areas for tourist licences on any given criteria such as a ratio of the land area, or ratio of properties. From the information available the island the Consell is obliged to allocate as permissible, if any at all, nor how it must be shared.

**Let Your Own Home Scheme**

Habitual Housing – new scheme allowing private home owners of any type to let their own permanent residence for a maximum of 60 days per year, subject to a 2,000€ registration fee. In a new development of our property and rental regulations, a scheme of allowing owners to rent their own permanent place of residence to tourists has been confirmed. The emphasis is on permanent place of residence, not a facility to let a second home. Under the scheme, a home owner can legally let their own property to tourists for up to 60 days a year. Owners wishing to take advantage of the scheme must obtain a valid licence at a cost of 2,000€. From our text it is not clear whether the fee is for the year or all five.

**Apartments; Prohibition Repealed**

Apartments; total prohibition of private letting of apartments removed. It is now technically possible, but requires more legislation before it becomes allowable.

In a last minute change of outcome, the absolute prohibition of renting apartments in multifamily buildings was repealed. It is now technically possible to rent an apartment to tourists; however there are considerable caveats and further explanation required.

To explain:

- **Yesterday it was, by definition, illegal to rent an apartment to the tourist sector.**
- **Today, it is not by definition illegal, but it is not authorised or allowed either.**
- **For it to become possible to legally rent apartments to the tourist sector, the island Consell must pass further laws allowing that to happen in any given zone.**

**Balearic Big Picture**

To understand some aspects of the new legislation you must consider the different property availability and pricing in different areas of the Balearic Islands. The legislation has been drawn up to apply on a regional basis. However each island has its own Consell who are given certain powers to implement the law according to their own island’s needs. It is perfectly reasonable to assume that there could be areas in Majorca where there is considerable further capacity for tourism while in Ibiza where they do not have the infrastructure pressures experienced on the island and that the local community would be in support of legislation that would increase tourism and the income of the local resident community. This last minute change to the previously absolute and sacrosanct prohibition on renting apartments was made to allow that flexibility at local level.

**Ibiza Interpretation**

The situation in Ibiza is very different and it is far to say that even if a political party’s doctrine made them inclined to remove restrictions and allow the open market, it would be political suicide to do so at this moment in time. Imagine a political party running for the UK general election on a mandate that they would double income tax. That is probably a fair analogy to a party running who wanted to allow open market tourist lettings.

If it is likely we will see any party in Ibiza putting their head over the parapet to propose any removal of restrictions on the local property market. In an election, the possibility must be conceived that once in power, there would be nothing to stop a party changing the regulations.

**Black & White. Now Grey**

Whilst understanding the needs of the other islands, there will be more pressure on them to respond. The government will have felt a moment of dark terror to hear that that absolute rule is no longer so.

Ibiza’s political parties have a history of each holding just a single term in office before being voted out and the opposition taking over. A game of political musical chairs ensues with each undoing the other’s work and reversing policy. This factor alone will cause some concern.

Also there is the nature of the grey area that has been created. The legislation presented to the public is very vague and heard many different people giving different versions of the regulations, all of them equally sure they are right. Until this point in time a response could be given that ‘it cannot be possible under any circumstances for that flat to be let to tourism’. That response is no longer available. To put that in a practical context, a resident in a multiple apartment building bothered by rowdy tourists knew absolutely 100% that the property in use. By 2020 the new rules feel more like passing the buck.

So what do it? The scheme is in place to put a system to use as a public service and administrative services to do in touch. - I say once more, Bunch of Arse.

**Great Expectations**

There will be many people in the groups worst affected by the current shortage of affordable housing who will have been hopping for some good news in the new law. Some initiative, or reason to think there was hope along the line. It seems they will be disappointed. I cannot see anything in the regulations that will improve Ibiza’s situation, and in some areas possibly worsen it.

**Editorial**

In news such as these changes to housing/rental law I would like nothing more than the simple job of reporting straightforward facts in an easy to understand way. That would be quicker, and in terms of imparting information, more effective. Alas, such hopes are dashed. I have news of this fundamental piece of legislation many many times in conveying it on the page I am left honestly baffled as to what it is for, what it is meant to achieve, and in this particular case why it even comes with an inbuilt self sabotage function.

I do not set out to pull holes in the text. I do not have an agenda of wanting to out smart the text. But when I read it, and reread, and read it again, it is just baffling to me. The task of revising our legislation was required in reflecting a difficult housing market, and increasing tourism pressure in all aspects of our Balearic lives.

For a whole year the best minds we have to offer have been on the case.

And the result is,... well it’s nonsense isn’t it? Am I going insane?

To work through the points as I see them.

- **Licence**

The legislation already had a licence will continue to have a licence. Their situation is unchanged, the market is unchanged, and their operation is unchanged.

Given the highly attractive returns of letting to the tourist market, we must consider that a large proportion of the new rules might be covering 2% of legally registered private tourism rentals. Also those properties with existing licences will be unaffected by the new legislation.

- **Records**

Adding to that is it absolutely no prospect of any relaxation in new building developments that would increase stock that may be significant amount. So in reality any changes you make to the system will have a very small effect on the actual property stock.

- **Zones**

Take all of these points together what the legislation has achieved, is that 80% in the business of renting to tourists continues to be possible. In fact the only small number that will follow under new and more stringent administration will be of negligible proportions to the property supply.

- **Policing**

The issue of rentals to the tourist sector is one I have heard many squabbling than the opposite sides of the ‘can rent/can’t rent’ zones.

By definition in every situation you will have a person on both sides of the line who wants to be allowed to rent and not allowed to rent. The regional government may call it devolution, but it feels more like passing the buck.

There will be a huge amount of effort in this revised system and the set up of zones, when for many years to come rental properties affected by those zones will amount to no more than 1/123% of the available stock.

- **60 days Private House Rental**

At first sight I thought there could be some positive motivation behind it. For example a family who can’t really afford, can let their house for one month, snuggle in with their in-laws and get back the Ibiza premium covering their rent for much of the year. But then you come to the clause that they have impose a maximum of 60 days on the registration fee. They can be in no relationship to the cost of actually registering a property, it is clearly designed in some way punitive or dissuasive.

So what do it? The scheme is in place to put a system to use as a public service and administrative services to do in touch. - I say once more, Bunch of Arse.

The issue that encompasses all of the legislation is that of how it is applied, more specifically, how few people will want it.

The people of Ibiza know that the regulations are not policed to any level of effectiveness. Yes, you may be the unlucky landlord caught, but it is a needle in a haystack possibility.

**Summary**

The legislation in this way have achieved 3 additional administrative requirements for our town councils to give their attention and resources.

- **Zones/New reasons to squabble**

The administration of a strange rental option that has been purposefully designed to get few results. Given they did absolutely nothing of any benefit whatsoever, there wouldn’t be a much more feeble outcome than this.

Seriously, I am starting to doubt my own comprehension as more and more nonsense crosses the desk. If anybody can interpret the changes in a different way, see something I have missed, please do get in touch - I would really appreciate it. But until then, I say once more, Bunch of Arse.
Tourists Withdraw Fake Sickness Claim Against Ibiza Hotel

- The British couple stayed all-inclusive in 2016, but did not claim until 2017

An Ibicenco hotel has managed to refute a claim for a gastric illness by proving evidence that both were drinking heavily during the dates in which, according to their complaint, they had eaten salmon at the buffet and subsequently had violent/colossal diarrhoea.

Hotels in the Pitsuses have had to take drastic action in legally protecting themselves against such fake sickness claims, which have been likened to the wave of whiplash claims in the UK a few years ago.

In the case of the two Brits, it was not the Macaroni Bolognaise that may have upset their stomachs, but the daily consumption of alcohol which caused their illness. The Ibicenco hotel where they stayed was able to provide a list of the alcoholic drinks that were ordered from the free bar at the all-inclusive hotel, little did the couple know that every time they showed the card (totally white) at the bar when ordering drinks, those drinks were being recorded, every gin and tonic they drank. Therefore their visits to the bar incriminated one or both of them as liars, as they could not have drunk so much alcohol with their ‘supposed’ illness.

Unsurprisingly, upon hearing the evidence the hotel had, the couple withdrew their complaint.

Injured Irish Tourist

Rickie Healy Home

We reported last week that a 27 year old Irish tourist, now named as Rickie Healy, was seriously injured when he mistakenly jumped into the shallow end of the swimming pool of the Piscis hotel in San Antonio. He remains in a critical condition with spinal injuries in Son Espases, Majorca, his family with him as soon as they heard the news.

A crowd funded page has been set up to get Rickie back home to Ireland – the estimated cost to fly him around 25,000€. In just 7 days the amount received is 54,315€, and arrangements are being made for his return home.

Posted by Katie Healy (sister)

“We would like to thank everyone for their generosity and support. We cannot put into words how grateful Rickie & his family are. Currently the family are still in the process of arranging to get Rickie home. We will update everyone as soon as we know more. We do know there is a long road ahead and we hope that we can all help Rickie & his family on his journey. Regards, Tracy.”

Update

Rickie was flown home to Ireland on Wednesday 19th July and is now in the Mater hospital. The crowdfunding is still active and they have updated their target to 150,000€ to cover his rehabilitation and medical bills.

200 New Snake Traps For Santa Eulalia

Snakes are becoming an all too frequent sight on an island they are not indigenous. Because of their recent insurgence, Santa Eulalia town hall has spent 7,200€ on the manufacture of more snake traps. These are in addition to the 200 already delivered in autumn last year to combat the proliferation.

Residents can purchase a maximum of 2 boxes each from the Agricultural Cooperative in Can Marçà for the reduced price of 15€ each.

In each trap you will receive a user manual including the maintenance of the trap and what to do if you capture a snake, and also the bait – a live mouse. Whether you agree or disagree with the use of live bait, on purchasing the trap, you are making a commitment to replenish the trap with bait, and contact the correct authority if a snake is captured. This intervention aims to contribute to the control of these invasive species, which proliferate very quickly in the absence of natural predators, and which seriously endanger some endemic species of lizards.

Forest Fires In Formentera & Sant Antoni

- Can Rafal in Sant Antoni and Cala Saona in Formentera.

Lit cigarette butts are thought to be responsible for most fires

Can Rafal Fire

In the Can Tomàs area, very close to the highway of Sant Antoni

A thrown cigarette the probable cause

Once again, the speed of firefighters of the Ibiza and Ibanat Consell, both from the air and by land, was essential to avoid a greater forest fire.

A neighbour alerted the emergency services just after 2pm after noticing the fire in the Can Rafal ravine which is full of dry wood. The fire was immediately declared level 1 due to the houses in the area, however fire crews had the blaze under control by 4pm and while 13,400m2 was damaged by the fire, the houses were safe.

The fireplane and Ibanat’s helicopter were in attendance dropping water and ground crews also fought the flames.

Firefighters, 17 fire fighters from the Ibanat, two water trucks, three agents from the Balearic Ministry of Environment and a technician were all in attendance. During the extinction, a fire fighter of the Ibanat received treatment for the inhalation of smoke. He was taken care of in the place and his condition is not serious.

San Jose Taxis Must Prove They Are Not Avoiding Taxes

In the continuing taxi rows, salaried taxi drivers have reported ‘layoffs’ by licenced taxi holders. According to salaried drivers, licence holders are not fulfilling their duty to be available for hire as they do not wish to exceed the 150,000€ income thus paying a lower rate of tax under the new tax regime.

Within the municipality, there are 103 seasonal licences and 83 fixed. The decree has been issued and the taxis must justify they worked four days of the week between 19th and 25th June. The deputy mayor, Paquita Ribas has given them the choice of which four days they wish to present and they do have 10 days to present their proof – which could be in the form of GPS or tickets.

The mayor has assured the public they are aware that “there are taxi drivers who do not do everything they have to do” and that during the period chosen, calls were not responded to and services not provided due to a lack of vehicles.

The councillor explained that taxi drivers have an obligation to serve the hours that are needed, whether “24 or 35” because they have been granted licences. “The car has to be working,” insisted the mayor.

In this sense, what is sought to check are the hours of some drivers, which have been likened to the wave of whiplash claims in the UK a few years ago.
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Head On Collision Near Santa Gertrudis

Two cars crashed head-on on Wednesday 19th on the Santa Gertrudis road, near the ITV roundabout.

The impact was hard and firefighters were needed to remove the injured people from the vehicles. A 30 year old woman and 45 year old man both driving and both seriously injured, were taken by ambulances to the Policlinica Nuestra Señora del Rosario.

The cause of the accident is under investigation, however a witness has said one of the vehicles invaded the opposite lane.
I take my hat off to those involved in the preparation, planning, paperwork and pretty much all the Spanish hoops and obstacle courses they have to go through to be able to provide such quality family orientated entertainment for that magic word “free”. But let’s face it, it costs to have these events; the people working on the night, the additional work involved to make the beach clean for the morning – isn’t free. So if you’re going – find a donation bucket and give a little back.

Brian Whetton

Cinema On The Beach
Viva Cala Llonga, in conjunction with Vecinos de Cala Llonga and kindly sponsored by Amante Beach Club, present their summer season of Sunday’s ‘Cinema On The Beach’. The film being shown this week is Nanny McPhee which starts at 9.30pm (see poster for full info). A different film will be shown every Sunday evening up to and including 27th August. Full details will be in your weekly copy of The Ibizan. All showings are Free, but donations buckets will be available. There is plenty of free parking available so why not make it a family evening out in Cala Llonga.

Full Line Up
- Sun 30th July, Cinema On The Beach ‘Finding Dory’, Cala Llonga Beach, 9.30pm
- Sun 6th Aug, Cinema On The Beach ‘The BFG’, Cala Llonga Beach, 9.30pm
- Sun 13th Aug, Cinema On The Beach ‘El Rey Leon’, Cala Llonga Beach, 9.30pm The Lion King, in Spanish English subtitles
- Sun 20th Aug, Cinema On The Beach ‘Mamma Mia’, Cala Llonga Beach, 9.30pm
- Sun 27th Aug, Cinema On The Beach ‘Trolls’, Cala Llonga Beach, 9.30pm

Flamenco Show
Then on Monday 24 July starting at 8pm Viva Cala Llonga are presenting a Flamenco show, again on the beach, opening with a Puppet Show for the children (adults love it) Flamenco Dance Show by Querencia photo above and ending with Oggie The Fire Jugler. (see ad for full timings info).
It'll be a fabulous evening and again it’s all free.

Agenda
- Keith Haring Exhibition @ La Nave, Salinas near Salt Dock, Tues – Sun 11am-1pm and 5pm-10pm
http://theibizan.com/keith-haring-exhibition-la-nave/
- Colours Of Ibiza Exhibition, P-Gallery, Ca na Negeta, from July 14th until September 30th, 10-2pm and 4.30-8.30pm. A collective exhibition featuring photographs, sculptures and paintings from national and international artists. Free entrance
- Ecological Market, Sant Josep, 9am-1pm, Organic food and craft market Saturday Workshops
Every Saturday at 11am during the month of July, the Sant Josep market are holding workshops of traditional ibizan cultural activities. Each week there is a different activity. On the 22nd there is a workshop on carts and on the 29th you can create a type of bagpipe.
For more information call 971 801 598 or www.santjosep.org
- Cinema on the Beach ‘Nanny McPhee’, Cala Llonga Beach, 9.30pm Bring a blanket and make sure you arrive early to get a good spot! Free with ample parking.
- Celebrity Sundays, Jacaranda, Es Canar. See advert for line up.
http://theibizan.com/jacaranda-ibiza-day-night/
- Sunday Night Market, Santa Gertrudis, from 8pm Enjoy market stalls with live music, DJ’s and a special grill.

Mariposa Pool Bar
Open Daily Kitchen 9am – 4.45pm Bar 9am - Close
All major sporting events shown See our Facebook page for upcoming events
Restaurants

Café Bondi
San Antonio, Ibiza

A new concept by the fountains.

6PM - MIDNIGHT  ☎️ bondibiza 971 34 21 60

Hostal la Torre
Cap Negret
Magic does exist...

+34 971 34 32 71
bookings@latorenilbiza.com  info@latorenilbiza.com

Purchase your tickets at the online edition at theibizan.com

Kilties Scotch Pub Ibiza

Ibiza’s No. 1 Scottish Bar

Open 7 days a week
Food served daily
Live music and Scottish evenings

Kilties resident DJ
Every night from 9PM
Calle de Bartolomeu Vinent, San Antonio

SALTY FINGERS
A British chip shop

Ibiza’s only authentic British chip shop

Open 1PM - close
Salt & vinegar, onion rings, chips
Calle de Bartolomeu Vinent, San Antonio

Querencia Flamenco

Miercoles / Wednesday

Paco Fernandez & Band

Domingo / Sunday

Jazzy Ibiza

Casino de Ibiza
Cámara de Comercio de Ibiza

Kumharas
Restaurant - Beach Bar - Cocktails

C/ Lugo 2, Cala de Bou
Reservas 633 03 80 30
www.kumharas.com
Environment

Butt Me No Butts!

**Huge kudos to Piers Dupay** for his self help approach to a blight on our beaches. (ed: look initiative – and yes, you read it right – they’re o)

*Nick Gills*

We all do a bit of scrolling now and again don’t we? Whether our noisy nature or putting it does something more tedious, and it is amazing what can catch your eye for further investigation. Quite often our curiosity is rewarded with nothing more than a rabbit hold of nonsense, but every now and again you can be pleased you wasted that 5 minutes. A photo of Fag butts in a bottle. On another day I could have put it down to a new Spanish edition of hoarding weirdos, and being on the page of a film company, Ibiz Film Crew, it wouldn’t have been that unreasonable assumption. But thankfully my finger must have had a bout of cramp and I was interested to read it was the result of a self appointed Womble in our midst who had taken it upon himself to clear Cala Saladeta, but also Cala Conta, Cala Bassa, Port des Torrents and Cala Nova.

I noticed the discarded cigarettes when on the beach with some friends, and now I can’t un-see it. It normally takes an hour and a half to fill a 1ltr bottle with cigarette butts, but have also been collecting plastic as the beaches are in a terrif-

e state. I was even more impressed when Piers sent me some more photos, then some more—a man on a mis-

sition!

“As the island has been under increasing pressure with tourism numbers, it seems the pollution, rubbish and recycling problems have been left to one side. The clean up opera-
tion in San Antonio every morning is staggering. However, I also noticed the state of the island when I arrived back in April, and I am shocked by the local’s attitude to their own island. I live in a Spanish area in South Africa and the amount of dog mess, street rubbish and litter on their own land shows me they haven’t got the message themselves, but are quite happy to blame the tourists for the state of their island.”

“If the island was spotless, and laws in place, and then enforced, locals and tourists might respect the place more too.”

“I’d love to get the message over to the island authorities and get them motivated to work on the solutions, not just blame tourism. Since post-
ing these pictures and videos people have contacted me with examples in

Portugal, the smoking ban in Santa Eularia etc. “Education is key, but we also need practical solutions like reusable ashtrays on all the beaches”. I am sure many people will applaud Piers’ direct action. We all do a bit of moaning, rental prices, traffic, club prices, rental prices again, and it is a refreshing change to see somebody just get up and help deal with the problem. Good work Piers!

You know what it’s like, you’ve been waiting ages for a Butt, then 3 come along at once! Over to Claire B

Free Beer For Butts

**Playa d’en Bossa, White Beach Club**

Congratulations to White Beach Club on Playa d’en Bossa for participating in this great initiative – and yes, you read it right – they’re offering free beer. You can exchange each full cup of cigarette butts (colillas) collected on the beach for a beer or soft drink. (*ed: look initiative – and yes, you read it right – they’re o*)

It can take from 18 months to 12 years for a cigarette filter to fully decompose. But that isn’t the worse of it. The core of most cigarette filters, the bit that looks like white cotton, is actually a form of plastic called cellulose acetate, which degrades very slowly. Add to this that used cigarette filters are full of the toxic tar and those chemicals leach into the ground or the sea, damaging any living organisms that come in contact with them. Most filters are discarded with bits of tobacco still attached to them, further polluting the environment with nicotine, which is poi-
some.

So, not only is it unpleasant to find discarded cigarette butts on the beach, but they are actually harming our beautiful island. Any initiatives to combat this practice have to be commended – it shouldn’t be necessary, but unfortunately it is.

Portable Ceramic Ashtrays

Here’s a great idea for smokers to do their bit for the environment. If you’re a smoker who loves to go to the beach, you can be responsible and stylish at the same time by buying and using one of these beautiful portable ceramic ashtrays. Or you can take them to the campo too if you have a picnic and help protect our island from the risk of forest fires – a real problem at this time of year.

They are handmade by an Ibizan artisan using local clay and have a natural cork stopper. They are made with love for 4€ – they are selling them for about 3€ and asking retail outlets not to sell them for more than 5€. There are 3 places currently selling them, but also look out for them at local environmental events:

*Sea energy eco shop in San Rafael*, by the church Chiringuito Cala Escondida @ Cala Comita

*Madre Tierra in Es Canar*.

It’s great to see local artists doing something positive to help to protect our environment and in a bid to rid the beaches and the countryside of cigarette butts, and to cut down the serious risk of forest fires. They say on their Facebook page: “Cigarette butts are highly toxic, especially when they come into contact with water, thus affecting biodiversity and even affecting our own food chain. Although it can seem like cigarette butts just disappear in the sand, they actually take up to 12 years to fully biode-

sode. Unless we do something, it is possible that in just a couple of years, you will be laying your beach towel down on a bed of cigarette butts instead of sand.” Something to think about!

If you have a business you can order large quantities and have them specially personalised. More details at:

http://www.ceramicasateufiera.com

News

Balearics Limit Booze On Flights?

The Balearic government has called on Spain and European Commission to limit the sale of alcoholic drinks per person during flights and possibly in airports as well, to ensure safe-
y on flights and curb on-board anti-social behaviour.

The Balearic government considers that the unlimited sale of alcoholic beverages during flights is “not only unreason-

ry, but detrimental to safety.”

This follows numerous, and more frequent incidents on flights to the Balearics. Passengers have been arrested upon landing; performed inappropriate acts and flights have been delayed and diverted as a result.

Pilar Carbonell, head of tourism for the Balearic Islands said the limit in airports and on flights would “guarantee safety and tackle anti-social tourism.” It is unclear whether the limit would be imposed on Balearic bound flights or the wider European Union.

Emergency Landing At Barcelona As Cabin Pressure Drops

**Jet2** have apologised to the passengers on board the flight which started losing cabin pressure. Panic ensued and the oxygen masks were released while the pilots dropped alti-
tude. The plane made an emergency landing at El Prats in Barcelo-

na and the passengers changed planes for the rest of the journey.

Jet2 released the following statement: “Our flight was diverted due to a minor technical issue” ‘We would like to apologise to customers who were affect-
ed, however their safety and well being will always be our number one priority.’

Airport Security Strike Will Go Ahead

**If you are travelling after Friday, queues through security will be longer than usual.**

**Keep hand luggage to a minimum, arrive well ahead of time, and expect delays.**

The Prosegur security strike, which was due to start on the 18th July, was postponed in hope an agreement could be reached. Unfortunately this has not happened and the in-
definite strike will come into effect 00.01am on Friday 21st July.

The website EasyTravel Report has details of all European strike action and gives the following advice:

“Call your airline it may not use Prosegur workers. If leaving from Ibiza get to the airport minimum of three hours early to get through airport security. Keep hand luggage to bare minimum, and then be prepared for a flight delay.”

www.easytravelreport.com
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14 Yr Old To Sail Solo
From Valencia To Ibiza
14-year-old Valencian Quirce Urios, ‘Quirocas’, has been sailing and competing since childhood with an Optimist. At 15 he will be unable to compete in that category so in a bid farewell, he is sailing solo from Cabo de San Antonio to Ibiza and does so in the aid of the charity ‘Formación Sensa’. The date of departure will depend on weather conditions and he already has authorisation from the Maritime Captainy of Alicante to carry out the crossing between July 15 and September 15 of this year provided that the conditions of support and safety are met. However, his father, Quirce Urios, believes that it will probably be in September as there is more maritime traffic during August.

Quirocas will not be crossing alone. Alongside him will be a 12 metre sailing boat, a pneumatic boat with 40hp engine, a rescuer, radio equipment with communication between the three boats and the Coastal stations of Valencia, Cabo de la Nao and Ibiza, and two professional divers from the company Politsub, collaborating with them in this challenge in a hope to gain more sponsors.

Sardinada Popular
Disobe 22 de juliol
A sa platja de Sant Josep
a partir de 23h

Live Like A Local
Sardinada Popular, Sat 22nd, 9pm
Sant Josep de sa Talaia

10€

There is no mention of entertainment but there normally everyone very friendly. adopt the universally understood ‘smile’ and you’ll find everyone very friendly.
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The Delicious Flavours of Rotten Eggs & Earwax.
The trolley witch will offer sweets of all flavors and competitors will be able to beat their rivals and accumulate points by tasting delicious flavors such as a candy cloud or disgusting rotten egg and ear wax.

Other good opportunities to get points for Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw or Slytherin houses will be the Hordrux hunting, the magician or magic creature costumes contest (6pm) or Potterquiz (7pm). Plus on the second floor, alchemy fans will enjoy a class in potions and spells.

The event is organised by the Department of Youth, with the collaboration of the association Dracs d’Eivissa.

Information
We regret that information on enrolment is a little ambiguous and there is no information on age range. We think it is stating that you enrol on the day. Unfortunately their website agenda does not seem to be updated since May. We will clarify on our website if we can.

Espai Jove Cultural center in Sant Antoni de Portmany, Spain
Addres: Carrer Bisbe Torres, 13, 07820 Sant Antoni de Portmany, Illes Balears, Spain
Hours: 9am-2pm, 5-7pm
Phone: +34 971 80 31 63

http://theibizan.com/jacaranda-ibiza-day-night/

San Antonio Harry Potter Day
to mark 20th Anniversary
Cultural.
Throughout the day there will be table games for the young wizards and a role playing game entitled ‘The Order of the Phoenix’, set in the time of Mr. Tenebroso’s boom.
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DJ Awards

Voting is now open for the DJ Awards, which is celebrating its 20th anniversary and which will hold its award ceremony this year in Hï Ibiza on September 26. Celebrating 20 years of DJ culture, the 2017 categories and nominees include 9 music categories covering the broad spectrum of electronic music, including Bass, Big Room House, Deep House, Downtempo & Eclectic, Electronic Live Performer, House, Tech House, Techno & Trance, plus a further 3 non-music categories, Breakthrough, Newcomer and International DJ.

Nominees

The final list of nominees has been compiled with the help of a panel of industry professionals and is more extensive than ever. They reflect a wide range of DJs and producers, including many that remain at the forefront, as well as some exciting new talents. In addition to the music categories, there will be 12 Special Industry Awards, which are awarded by a panel of judges, including Producer, Track of the season, Record Label of the Year, Ibiza DJ, Ibiza Music Event, Ibiza Night and International Festival also including this year an Eco Award and a special award for the 20th anniversary.

Voting Now Open

Voting is open now until the beginning of August so be sure to vote now and have your say at their website.

DJ Award Radio Show

A new collaboration this year is the DJ Awards Radio Show, which launched its summer residency on Ibiza Global Radio on July 4. There will be a weekly radio show every Tuesday at 10pm from July 4 for 14 weeks, with some of the shows being broadcast live on Ibiza Global TV. The weekly show will feature exclusive mixes and interviews with some of the nominees from a selection of the categories. You can listen to the DJ Awards Radio Show on 97.6 FM in Ibiza and Formentera, or online at: www.ibizaglobalradio.com.

For voting and more information go to www.djawards.com.

Flower Power Fiesta

Destination

Claire B

Flower Power at Pacha is one of Ibiza’s longest running parties and last week the party moved outside to Destino for the day. The Flower Power Beat Experience Festival saw the venue decorated to the nines in Flower Power’s inimitable style with a soundtrack of music from the 60s and 70s – think lots of Beatles, Rolling Stones, Motown, Beach Boys, rock and roll and much more. With market stalls, roving performance artists, dancers and decorations hanging across the venue and around the pool it all added up to a fun and cool party. And making it free for residents to access before 5pm was a nice touch.
Ibiza Reggae Festival

Thu 3/Fri 4 August, San Carlos
August 3rd marks the 4th Ibiza Reggae Festival in Las Dalias Ibiza. This year they will be celebrating the visit to the island of reggae legend Bob Marley in 1978. Joining the festival is one of Bob Marley’s own children Ki Many Marley. Organisers said he will be the first member of the Marley family to perform on the island in the last 39 years. “With this performance we will be able to enjoy a concert in which the great themes of Bob Marley certainly will be remembered. Ki Many Marley, comes to Ibiza to leave a mark, and turn the date into another memorable day on the island.”

Also on the bill great legends of reggae, Xana Romeo, daughter of renowned singer Max Romeo. The festival organisers are proud of their home grown talent too. “Also, someone who for us could not miss in this edition of the festival, El Hermano L, one of the greats of the national scene, and that one more year comes from the neighbouring island of Mallorca, to offer a performance of the which we all like Reggae in Style 1973...”

A great line up for a great Ibiza event. You can now purchase your early ticket at a reduced price at www.ticketea.com/entradas-concierto-ibiza-reggae-festival-at-las-dalias

Original Funky Material

The Funky Room, Wednesdays, Pacha Marina Botafoch

"There cannot be many, possibly any, parties that have the stamina to survive 21 years in Ibiza’s fickle clubland. The funky room at Pacha started with a simple outlook and has kept to the same idea since. It is not a difficult concept to get your head around but given few have emulated that sort of longevity it does seem to elude most.

Ask the inimitable Vaughan what its all about and the answer is quite simply “get people dancing, and keep them dancing”. When you say it like it that it seems obvious. That is what its all about.

The people charged with making that happen are DJs Pippi and Willie Graft with Paul Powell holding the MC mic with which he will bewitch any unsuspecting female within earshot of that deep siren sound.

The funky room has welcomed many an A-lister including the likes of Jamiroquai, and there are jobs for a big celebration in the latter part of the season. Until then the message remains as simple as it ever has been...

Dance!

It’s all about the hips, dancing from the hips, Vaughan will provide assistance to the groovel challenged.

Dance!

(it’s all about the hips, dancing from the hips, Vaughan will provide assistance to the groovel challenged)
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View From The Pew
“The mouth of the Lord has spoken”.

Rev. Dr Peter Pimentel

This is a frequent saying in the Bible. Why not just say, “the Lord has spoken?”

“The mouth of the Lord” suggests that the Lord is speaking a contemporary word in the present moment. Most of the time when this phrase occurs it is immediately after a prophecy. There is a prophetic utterance by one of the prophets followed immediately by: “the mouth of the Lord has spoken”. When they spoke an oracle they were convinced that it was God speaking through them. They were a mouthpiece for God. A variation on the phrase occurs more than two and a half thousand years before Jesus in the ancient Near East: “For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do not return there until they have watered the earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving the earth, making it bring forth and sprout, until they have watered the earth,” (The Bible, Isaiah 55:10-11). This seems to be saying that when God speaks into a situation what God has said will surely happen. God’s spoken word does not return empty. The prophet gives us some clues about how to hear God’s voice. First, he says “incline your ear” (Isaiah 55:3 & 6). The original Hebrew word pronounced natah literally means “to stretch out” or “to spread out” or even “to twist”. That’s very suggestive I think. What does it mean to “to stretch out your ear”? Secondly, he says: “Seek the LORD while he may be found, call upon him while he is near.” The Hebrew word translated here as “seek” is pronounced darash, a well-known word in ancient and modern Hebrew, meaning “to study”, “to enquire”, “to search”, “to interpret”, “to investigate”, “to question”. The main obstacle to hearing the voice of God is, I suggest, complacency! The Bible says: “For God may speak in one way, or in another, yet man does not perceive it!” (Job 33:14)

- Church service 10.30am Sunday 23rd Chapel of Lourdes, Carrer Sant Jaume 88 (the main street), Santa Eulalia
- The English-Speaking Church on Ibiza and Formentera. See website for locations & information. Tel 971 343383 chaplainibi@za11@gmail.com www.ibizachurch.org

Weather

Weather has spoken”.

“The mouth of the Lord speaks”.

View From The Pew

“...the mouth of the Lord has spoken”. When they spoke an oracle they were convinced that it was God speaking through them. They were a mouthpiece for God.

Nicky Holloway Appeal

Claire B

We’re sad to report that Nicky Holloway, one of dance music’s pioneers was diagnosed in March with prostate cancer. Influenced by what he experienced on that infamous holiday to Ibiza in the summer of 1987, Nicky and his chums went on to change the face of clubbing in the UK.

He is currently raising money via Go Fund Me to have Proton Beam Therapy in the Czech Republic, because the treatment is not currently available on the NHS in the UK. The treatment has a 97% success rate and unsurprisingly it’s not cheap. He’s trying to raise £25,000 to cover the cost of this treatment, so if you’ve been touched by what he has contributed over the years, then please donate whatever you can to make a difference to his life. Nicky promises “the mother of all thank you parties once it is all taken care of”.

More info and donations here: https://www.gofundme.com/nickyholloway

Margaret’s Moonlight Walk Raises 2,000€

Margaret Nawaz has such a knack of raising quite astonishing amounts from what would appear modest events, that she was doing so in the middle ages we fear she would be up in front of the Witch finder general with some explaining to do.

The latest in Margaret’s magical money making was a moonlight meander followed by what was described as ‘a picnic and a chat’.

So how much did the efforts of the 18 in attendance raise? Well 2,000€.

Help Needed: Santa Gertrudis, San Jordi/Jose/Juan...

Many of our readers will know Richard Lawson and the one of a kind China, who between them had taken care of newspaper deliveries around the island.

A sad year for the newspaper losing Richard Lawson before his time.

And though sad in as much as he is such a great chap to have around, we have to admit that delivering papers in the July midday sun with ever worsening traffic is no fun for somebody half China’s age, even a quarter his age—or is that insulting? I’ll stick with half his age.

We have the biggest urban areas well covered by a 5am express drop beating the heat and the cars, but we would love to hear of anybody with an hour to spare who could help us with any of the smaller villages. We can work out a convenient pick up point for a bundle of papers if anybody can help drop to a few places in any of the list above or other village or rural area. Call 638 923 119 or mail editor@theibizan.com

Margaret asked us to convey her thanks to all in attendance. And on behalf of the Ibiza community we would like to offer our thanks to Margaret for her awesome efforts.
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Giles Sawney R.I.P

Ed: The following text was written by Colin Butts, and is published with his blessing. Colin will be known to many of our readers as facing his own fight with cancer. From what Colin has told me directly, the bond between Giles and himself had grown strong in recent months. A mutual support of empathy that must have given strength, but also make it all the harder for Colin in it being ended so quickly. Few of us could hope to leave our epitaph in better hands than those of Colin. A full obituary by his hand will follow in due course.

Colin has told me directly, the bond between Giles and him- Colin. A full obituary by his hand will follow in due course.

Colin Butts

It is with deep sadness that I relay the passing of my dear friend Giles Sawney. I know this will come as a shock to many of his friends and associates who didn’t even know he was ill but typical of Giles, he didn’t want to make a fuss and felt that those who were in touch with him as a matter of course would know anyway. He asked me that when the time came, to let people know via here and that time came in the early hours of this morning, Wednesday 19th July 2017. Giles discovered he had lung cancer in March this year and as a result, moved back to his mum and sister in Westgate-on-Sea. I came and saw him about a month later and although it was an aggressive form of lung cancer he was talking about Christmas and the New Year. Knowing how important it is to have friends as well as family around (and being partial to a few of my own life it is going to be in a wonderful place I'm going to miss him terribly and as I now start a new chap-

Although he didn’t want to make a fuss and felt that those who were in touch with him as a matter of course would know anyway, he asked me that when the time came, to let people know via here and that time came in the early hours of this morning, Wednesday 19th July 2017.

Giles had faced his illness with awe-inspiring courage and dignity that was very humbling.

I saw him yesterday lunchtime and he still had his wits about him. He asked me to get him a bag of Fruit Pastilles when I came back in the evening (I should just interject here that his chest was free (as in available) to which he replied, "No, it’s 2 euros," and kept the conversation going for a couple of minutes just so he could watch the worker struggle to unsuccessfully find another word for “free”.

Others will know Giles for when he owned Kusbah up until a few years ago and for being Judge Jules’ partner in Judge ment Sunday during its heyday in the early naughty, Giles brought in DJs like Stanton Warriors, The Plump DJs and tapped into the worker culture vein so that as well as the main room, the back room in the ebd had what was its most halcyon days.

What many don’t know is that at one point just before the turn of the millennium, Giles was the manager of Armin Van Buuren, Ferry Corsten and Tiesto, who he also brought to the stage. He was an aggressive form of lung cancer he was talking about Christmas and the New Year. Knowing how important it is to have friends as well as family around (and being partial to a couple of duvet days. You need this to restore your foundations. Others will just have to get on with it. Next week you’ll be back in the game.

Giles was the manager of Armin Van Buuren, Ferry Corsten and Tiesto, who he also brought to the stage. He was an aggressive form of lung cancer he was talking about Christmas and the New Year. Knowing how important it is to have friends as well as family around (and being partial to a couple of duvet days. You need this to restore your foundations. Others will just have to get on with it. Next week you’ll be back in the game.

Giles was faced with a profound shift in the way he lived his life; so enjoy and embrace it!
**Shebizzan**

**Amanda Zips It Up**

By Amanda O’Riordan

Buenos Dias everyone, and welcome to another weekly instalment of Amanda Zips It Up, coming to you from Love Island itself - Mallorca. I’m in full summer swing, spending alternative weeks in Mallorca and Ibiza over these summer months. Love Island (Mallorca) is super hot this week busy, busy, busy. There’s no space by the pool and every sunbed has - it’s a trowel on it by 7.30am. Even on a Sunday. No reference to any particular tourists, I must add. It’s just so hot you have to get that spot by the pool, and if you don’t, your only other option is to get sand in parts it shouldn’t reach, on the beach. Or go out and eat and shop. Which is exactly what me and my little fam have been doing.

I thought I’d recommend a wonderful afternoon out, if you’re ever here in Mallorca. A drive out to the scenic Port of Soller, taking in the breath-taking scenery en route, followed by lunch at the super stylish Jumeirah Beach Hotel. Famous in Dubai of course, and now tastefully recreated on the cliffs tops of Soller, overlooking the Med.

**Erdem For H&M**

To say I’m excited about this upcoming collection is an understatement. Those of you who know me, will be aware that I love a boho, floaty midi length dress. Around this time every year, we start hearing rumours and reading stories about H&M designer collaborations. Previous pairings have included the likes of Kenzo, Balmain, Versace and Karl Lagerfeld, to name but a few.

This year, the high street giant has announced it’s teamed up with one of my favourite designers ever - London-based brand Erdem - which will also include a menswear edit, a first for the Canadian-born designer. While I don’t know a lot about the collection thus far, you can take a sneak-peek at the teaser campaign trailer online, made by film maker Baz Luhrmann. This sees models running through a country estate donning the label’s signature florals, tiered hemlines and silk fabrics. The collaboration will launch instore and online at hm.com on 2 November 2017. Until then, here’s a little bit more about Erdem Moralioglu and his famous clientele.

Born in Montreal, Canada to a British mother and Turkish father, Moralioglu studied fashion at Ryerson University in Toronto before interning for Westwood at the London office. After receiving his master's degree in 2003 from the Royal College of Art, he was selected to be part of the final collection in their graduate showcase. The show led to an internship at Diane von Furstenburg’s New York HQ in 2004, before returning to London the following year to launch his own label.

He made his debut Fashion Week in 2015’s Fashion Fringe and this catapulted him to fame and led to various awards and accolades, including the British Fashion Council’s fashion enterprise and Elle’s Fashion Future Award. The brand is now sold in over 170 retailers (as well as its own e-commerce store, launched in 2014) and finally opened its flagship store in Mayfair in 2015.

So who has he dressed?! From actresses and models to royals, the label is popular with A-listers but his number one fan is clearly his signature ethereal dresses, feminine blouses with a twist and of course, signature floral prints. If you’re looking for something extra special for your Christmas party this year or want an investment piece with a slightly more realistic price tag, this is the H&M designer collaboration for you.

Race you to the front of the queue in November...

**The New Buzz Cut**

It’s the new hair craze. The bleached blonde crop. It was seen at the official fashion event of the year – Paris Couture Week – in particular, Karl Lagerfeld’s Chanel show.

Rather than the latest Chanel couture collection everyone was talking about the battle of the buzz cuts. As seen on Cara Delevigne, who started the trend, Kristen Stewart, Tilda Swinton and Katy Perry. We’ve seen the look before, circa early 90s - think Rossette – but this time round it’s signifying feminism in its most fashionable form.

It’s not a number one all over by any means. Katy rocks the ‘bangs’ fringe, Tilda opts for a grown out fringe parted at the side and Cara and Kristen both look like they’ve whipped their clippers out and shaved their heads in front of the mirror at home. All topped off with a large dose of peroxide. Of course, strong eye makeup is a must. As Karl’s muse, Kristen leads the way and others follow.

The other side to this is that both Cara and Kristen are out and proud lesbians. Grazia reported an overheard conversation in the fashion audience mentioning this new look symbolises ‘lesbianism’, but Katy (to my knowledge) isn’t. In other words, it’s for everyone. If you’re brave enough.

Downside? It’s very ‘Valentine Card’ esque, but seems fashionistas everywhere are embracing it.

Paris Haute Couture’s take on love couldn’t be further away from ‘I Heart Love Island’. Famous ‘My Type On Paper’ and the actual Love Island villa, just up the road from me here in Mallorca.

It’s not for me - a little too much teenage girl pajamas for my liking. But could opt for heart motif accessories like kitch sunglasses and clutch bags. Time to wear your heart on your sleeve. Literally.

**I Heart Love Island**

So we know that Love Island fever has swept the UK. Two million tune in every night to watch the twenty-somethings, all waxed, plumped and grompto within an inch of their lives trying to have sex with each other to win the prize money.

Twitter and Instagram buzzing about it, and in addition to the Primark range featuring slogans from the show, you’ll be surprised to know that the genuine fashion crowd is getting caught up in the “Love” action too.

I’m not talking about the metallic bikinis and oversized sunnies. It’s the red love heart motif, which is taking over our printed garments and accessories.

It’s the new alternative to polka dots or floral prints. With love hearts seen on everything from sweatshirts, to trousers, socks and bras. It’s very ‘Valentine Card’ esque, but seems fashionistas everywhere are embracing it.

I’m not talking about the metallic bikinis and oversized sunnies. It’s the red love heart motif, which is taking over our printed garments and accessories.

It’s the new alternative to polka dots or floral prints. With love hearts seen on everything from sweatshirts, to trousers, socks and bras. It’s very ‘Valentine Card’ esque, but seems fashionistas everywhere are embracing it.

**R.H. Satellite Systems**

Sky & Sky+ boxes for weak signal areas: Sky Cards for all packages: Dishes up to 2.4 metres - Community & Offices: International TV for rental housing: IPTV including Sky TV: Fibre Optical for long distances: Skybox Free to Air Box, All Free No Setup Channels all HD: BCC & ITV plus Freesat Free Ultra HD Single System 800GB Installed for only £400 Inclusive

call Andy on 0779 445 831 www.ahl sat.es

**Your English Speaking Tax & Business Advisor**

Tax Advisor - Accountant
Estate Agent - Insurances
9-13:30h 17-19:30h (p.m. only Tues, Wed, Thu)
CJ. Josep Riquer Llobet & Bajos - Ibiza

**Please Support Our Advertisers...**

... without whom publication of the newspaper would not be possible. It would be jolly decent of you to mention our name too.
Summer Art Part 1
 Claire B

There are some prestigious and interesting exhibitions on in Ibiza at the moment if you want a short respite from the summer heat and catch some culture at the same time. Here is part 1 of my round up...

Keith Haring Exhibition
 @ La Nave

THE exhibition to see in Ibiza at the moment has to be the Keith Haring exhibition at La Nave in Salinas. The exhibition features four monumental works by the American artist: Channel Surf Club, Knokke (1987), Untitled (DV8, 1986), Untitled (Headstand, 1988) and Tokyo Pop Shop (1988). I covered this exhibition a few weeks ago—you can see the full version online here:
http://theibizan.com/keith-haring-exhibition-la- nave/

Almond Trees Of Ibiza

Sustainable Art and Mondo Galeria present ‘The Almond Trees of Ibiza’, three interactive installations and exhibitions in Ibiza Port, Jesús and Santa Eulalia. It is a project in which art is being used to raise awareness of Ibiza’s dying almond trees and the preservation of the environment.

Instigated by the artist Sophie Stinghamber (the founder of Sustainable Art) with the curator Diego Alonso (Mondo Galeria), each installation consists of a stunning sculpture of an almond tree by Sophie Stinghamber.

New Lease of Life

The sculptures, more than four meters high, were created in Ibiza from dead almond trees extracted from a field in Santa Gertrudis. The sculptures are to be auctioned on July 21 by Sotheby’s at Ibiza Gran Hotel to raise money to help replant almond trees and fund the seed bank that is preserving the endemic varieties of the island.

“Taking care of the almond trees means understanding the problem at the source, at the roots. What is happening in Ibiza is an example of what is globally happening to the environment. Today we can not change the past, but we can work for a more respectful world. Visual art makes it possible to challenge human sensibilities differently,” Diego Alonso.

The 3 exhibitions are at:
- Es Martell, Ibiza Port, interactive installation – a sculpture accompanied by videos by John Janssen and Elise Guillarmou, until July 25
- Centro Cultural de Jesús, exhibition, until July 30
- Plaza de España in Santa Eulalia, installation, until 30.

For more information on the project and to donate: www.losalmendrosdeibiza.com

Es Cubells, Continued from Page 16

Good, honest food. I don’t know what it is this ‘type’ of restaurant does, but I have never been able to replicate the flavour in their pork chops, nor have the all day rotisserie for the chicken. Main courses are between 8 and 14€ with one or two more expensive steaks etc. We had a bottle of Can Rich at 14€ and our leisurely dinner with co

The community spirit was echoed by what we stumbled into being played in Ibiza.

When the music was provided by The Frigolos and I do enjoy a bit of Rockabilly, being particularly impressed to see a double bass player, and the community spirit was accompanied by videos by John Janssen and Elise Guillarmou, until July 25.

Big Fans

I think we are now officially the Es Cubells fan club, a beautifi-

al afternoon anytime but to manage to stop of our day, the chiringuito bar was confirmation that Es Cubells simply refused to take more of our money than you would happily consider ‘locals prices’.

The community spirit was echoed by what we stumbled into quite accidentally behind the bar, a production line of men and women chopping tomatoes/bread for the pork sandwich that was the sole offering on the very large barbeque, that was of course attended by men.

The music was provided by The Frigolos and I do enjoy a bit of Rockabilly, being particularly impressed to see a double bass being played in Ibiza.
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**Sport**

*Jezza’s World of Sport*

*Jeremy Parmenter*

Not a lot of action this week, as I’m already late for this week’s copy, so straight in to it and what a week!

**Tennis: Roger Federer Takes Record 8th Wimbledon Title!**

Absolutely incredible as my prediction at the start of Wimbledon fortnight comes true. OK, I predicted a Federer/Nadal Final but I did predict a Fed win! For Federer to go right through to win it without dropping a set, the first time that the eventual winner has done that since Bjorn Borg in 1976, is something to behold and add to that two more records: (1) that he became the second oldest winner of a Major since Ken Rosewall in 1972 as well as the oldest winner of Wimbledon in the open era and (2) that this was his 8th Wimbledon title, surpassing Pete Sampras and William Renshaw both at 7.

That said, it was an epic battle with Vonnecy P2 and a third set deciding the match. In the end, it was Federer’s superior performance that won the day, as he defeated his arch rival Nadal in an exciting match.

**Cycling: Froome Retains The Yellow Jersey!**

More excitement at the Tour de France as defending champion Chris Froome lost the overall lead but then regained it after Stage 15, despite a broken wheel scare. At one stage he was 50 seconds behind close rivals France’s Bardet and Italy’s Aru while his rear wheel was replaced but caught up and retained the Yellow Jersey with a lead of 18 seconds.

Monday was a rest day so all to play for then as we reach the critical stages.

**Football: England Win An International Tournament!**

Yes, yes, as yet another of our young sides takes Gold as they beat Portugal 2-1 in the final of the U19 European Championship in Georgia to take the title for the first time. So congrats to them but I have to add that the manager did highly commend the Chelsea contingent of 4 as the backbone of the team which augurs well for the Blues future. Talking of the Blues, in transfer news Conte, having lost out to Man U with Lukaku, has just spent 70m on Rudiger and Bakayoko and is hell-bent on signing a world class striker to replace Costa who looks on his way out. Talk is of Man City’s Aguero but I can’t see Pep selling!

Finally, good luck to England’s Women as they embark on their crusade to win the European Championship which started in Holland on Monday. England face Scotland on Wednesday, then Spain on Sunday and finish Group Portugal with July 27 so let’s hope they (a) qualify from the Group and (b) bypass Germany, England football team’s Flipside at the Euros.

*’Tis all for now, gotta get me copy in to Our Ed “muy rapido”! Cheers for now…Jezza*

---

**British Grand Prix**

*Rhian Gibbs*

**Hamilton takes 4th consecutive victory on home soil**

**Ferraris struggle**

“it’s Hamilton’s race for a reason”, those were the thoughts around the paddock ahead of the British Grand Prix. Hamilton had pole with Raikkonen second on the grid, easy.

Hamilton made a great start and was pulling away on lap 1. He passed Ricciardo on lap 2, and was leading by a healthy margin into the first corner. Raikkonen had no answer to his superior pace and was struggling to keep pace with the Mercedes.

**Kvyat the ‘Torpedo’ hits again**

Vettel’s biggest worry in this race was the safety car. Kvyat has been nicknamed ‘the torpedo’, three times now. He has hit WCF, Ferrari and Mercedes, but this time by a mere 340 runs, in at Lords by a mere 211 runs, England did their best to keep their head above water, but it was just not enough.

**Horses Fear for future as men seen riding robots.**

(to be replaced by Patel?) so work to do for the selection committee, methinks, and quick, before the next Test!

For the Women in the current World Cup, great news for them as they won their 4th consecutive match, this time beating the West Indies by 92 runs at Bristle to top the qualifying Group and take their place in the Semis where they will take on South Africa after they qualified in 4th spot, despite losing twice against England and Australia. The other semi promises to be a breathtaking Grand Prix, still Favourites, take on India so I expect an England/Australia final with the 3 lions winning the Cup at Lords – just!!!

---

**Driver Championship Standings**

1. Sebastian Vettel, Ferrari 177
2. Lewis Hamilton, Mercedes 176
3. Valtteri Bottas, Mercedes 154
Fiesta Virgin del Carmen, Sunday 16th July 2017

Nick Gibbs, abridged, full version on the Ibizan website

Perhaps it does us good to take a day away from the tourist throngs that are Ibiza in peak season. Certainly we fancied the idea of finding somewhere with a more ‘May’ feel about it, but is that even possible under the blazing July sun? With the Ibizan to guide us, we decided the Fiesta in Es Cubells might be a reasonable bet, and though bound to be busy, would at least feel a little more ‘local’. We bundled into the car around 5.30pm, then all got out again for 5 minutes as however many times we say it we never remember to open the car up before a journey. So hot.

Paris Ibiza

Es Cubells is a tiny cliff-top hamlet on Ibiza’s southern coast. The drive there includes what must be about the windiest roads in Ibiza, until you emerge onto a lamp-lined avenue that feels more like 17th century Paris than rural Ibiza. Rather smart.

It is a very small village, 806 residents at the last count, though you would be forgiven for thinking it 86 with the count relating to the scattered properties in the surrounding hills.

Despite that it still has restaurants, a small playground, library, archery specialist sports centre and the centre piece church.

Father Pilau

Built by their most famous son, Father Francesc Palau, who spent long periods living as a hermit on Formen- tera, the original church was destroyed in the Spanish Civil war. The one there today was built in 1957 and blends perfectly to its surroundings.

‘In Es Cubells it seems as if time doesn’t pass. Oblivious to the hustle and bustle of the island during the summer, it’s one of the few spots where the beauty and peace of old villages still remain.’ That is lifted from the Sant Josep municipal website—and I have to agree, perfectly phrased. No other roads goes through it, or even near it.

With the small beaches at the foot of the cliff unlikely to attract tourists due to their cobblestone covering, and access being via either a slewing hairpin roller coaster of a road, or the equivalent of a few hours at the gym in a staircase leading from top to bottom, you realise why it can retain this peak season tranquillity. It may be a very first world problem, but the joy in being able to park immediately. Let’s keep that to ourselves.

Bar Llumbi

Though many of the tables in the spectacularly positioned Bar Llumbi were empty, the reservation paper on every one reassured us we were at least in the right place and they were facing a busy night ahead. Most of the bookings were for after the procession and they were happy to accommodate us, they were happy in every respect.

Bar Llumbi is the simpler of the two central restaurants, and how wonderful to find a place like this still in existence. There are many local restaurants, but few that can boast a terrace with the unobstructed spectacular views offered by Bar Llumbi.

(Continued on page 13)